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On llir fl rlrif ih'inj.s iiKjitinil in liiijli ni, im hij iii-iilnt'd iiut.i^Miim

j((|//n iiiid vtiti r riiiHiiiKlIrr siih^liuucx.

By I'ROF. .1. ('. M( liKNX.VN.

(Head bofnre the Ri)yal Socl. t;- of Crinixla. Mny 2B, 11109.)

Sincf the discovery in 1907, l.y N. If. I'lHiiplHll ar-l A. Wood,' tliat

potassiur U^ pt>i'scs!4 in a very delinito tlioiigli relr .i-ly ^miiH dc'j,'ri!0

th'» propt of radioactivity, tlio radiiitioiiH from tiifso salts have U'cn

e \iu<i"jd Dy X nuinbor of iuvfstif,'utor-i inciudiii},' among otlicrs Camp-

'. il,* McLennan and Kt'nnc<iy,^ and U'vin and ItiuT.*

Amongst other properties of the rays examined hy these iiivosti-

pj* .r* was tlieir absorption by dilTorent thieknesses of various substanee^.

From tiic results of sucli measurements the view came to bo held that the

rays from pota-ssiiun suits were heterogeneous an.I eonsisted of several

types varying in penetrating power from the beta rays of uranium

downwards. The uveragi! intensity of the rays, moreover, wius found to

'x> about 1 1000 of tiiat oT the radiation from uranium alts.

In a particular set of experiments whicii were carried out by Camp-

bell the rays were passed between the plates of a large zinc grid and on

emergence their intensity was ascertained from the conducli\ity they

imparted to a mass of gas in an ionisation cliand)o ,
Tiiis grid was so

arranged that alt mate pl.ites v.ere nietallically nn.'dnl. and conse-

quently when the two sets of plates were joined t.. the two terminals of

a battery an electric field was established in tlie intervals between the

plates. Campbell found when a field d 8,000 volts was applied to this

condenser that the intensity of the emerging rays was diminished by

approximately 14 per cent. This led him to the conclusion that the rays

consisted of streams of electrically charj";cd particles, and from addi-

tional experiments on the direct i(m of the deviation of the deflected

beams he concluded that the diarge carried by the ray? was a negative

one.

It followed therefore from these experiments that the rays in all

probability belonged to the beta type of radiation.

In some absorption experiments made by the writer, special care was

taken to examine the rays from potassium, salts for the presence of a

iProc. Camb. Phil. Soc. No. 14-15. 1907.

jProc. Camb. Phil. Soc. No. 14-211, 1907.

• Phil Mag., Sept., 1908.

« Phys. Zelt. 9 Jahr, No. 8, Selte 248.

M
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radiation of the alpha type, but no evidence of the presence of such ra3rB

was obtained from, the form of the experimental absorption-ionisation

curves, and the conclusion was drawn that if any such radiation was

present, it must have been emitted with a velocity considerably less than

that possessetl by the alpha rays from other well known radioactive sub-

stances.

More recently E. Henriot > made an examination of the rays

emitted by potassium salts, and while the results of his eiperiments agree

in the main with those of the earlier investigators, they differ from them

in that they point to a complete homogeneity in the radiation. For on

measuring the ionisation produced by the rays after passing through

various layers of tinfoil, he found on plotting the logarithms of the

ionisation current for the rays from potassium sulphate and potassium

chloride against the thicknesses of tinfoil used that the points all lay on

a straight line.

Henriot, in his paper on the subject, also claims that in the course

of his measurements he found some slight evidence of the presence of

feebly penetrating rays of the alpha type in the radiatioh from the

potassium salts examined.

Quite recently an examination was made hy Strutt * of the amount

of helium present in a number of saline minerals, and the results of

this examination which are given in Table I

TABLE L

Mineral. j
Composition. Helium, cmm. per 100 grammes.

Rock Salt NaCl

KCl

K .Mg CI, 6H,0

Mg SO. H,0

0.0233

Sylvine 0.55

Camullite 0.151

0.0179

make it clear that the pota-sisium bearing minerals and especially sylvine

are rather remarkable for the comparatively great amount of helium

which they have been shown to contain. In discussing the origin of the

gas Strutt considered that it was altogether improbable that the minute

traces of uranium and radium present in sylvine could account for so

bijueli helium, and in view of Campbell and Wood's discovery of the

radioactivity of potassium salts he was led to regard potassium itself as

the source of the helium in the saline minerals examined.

1 Henrtot, Comptes Rendus. 148, pp. 910-912, 1909.

2 Strutt, Prnr. Roy. Soc, SerlPS A, Vol. 87, No. A 547, p. 278.
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In view of the identity e5=tablishe(l by Rutherford betvecn the alpha

particles and the atoms of helium, it would follow from tiie view taken

by Strutt—that the origin of helium in the saline minerals is the po-

tassium which they contain—that rays of the alpha rays should be pre-

sent in the radiation from potassium salts.

With the exception of Henriot no one, however, seems to have ob-

served any indication of the presence «f such rays. U^ally, however,

these rays have been detected and identified cither by thoir fluorescent and

ionising action or by the deflections which they undergo in electric or

magnetic fields. But for these methods to be applicable the alpha par-

ticles must have velocities which will take them away a few millimetres

at least from the substances which emit them.

It is quite possible then that potassium and even other substances

may be emitting alpha particles with exceedingly low velocitdes, and that

these rays have hitherto escaped detection largely through the inade-

quacy of the means adopted to bring them into evidence.

In looking for a means of demonstrating the possible existence of

these rays it seemed to the writer worth while to make an attempt to in-

vestigate the radiations emitted by the potassium salts, by examining

them for the acquisition of an electric charge when placed on insulating

supports within a highly exhausted vessel.

Amongst others M. and Mine Curio,' riisclicn,^ Strutt.'' Asclikinass*

and Makower" have applied this method with success to the investiga-

tion of different types of radiation. In Paschen'f* experiments it was

found when a lead cylinder containing a small quantity of a radium salt

was insulated in a vessel from which the air was removed that the lead

cylinder acquired a positive charge through the action of the rays which

were emitted. This effect was thought by Paschen to prove that the

gamma rays from radium consisted of streams of rapidly moving nega-

tively charged particles, but this wa.'S aftcrwnnls shown by Eve« to be due

to the excitation and consequent emiss.ion of a secondary radiation of the

beta type in the lead by the passage througii it of the gamma rays.

The method, too, was applied by Strutt (loc. cit.) in his interesting

experiment popularly known as the radium clock, and more recently it

was applied by Aschkinass to demonstrate the existence of the delta rays

1 M. & Mme. Curie Oomp. Rend. rXXX. p. 647, 1900.

= Paschen, Wled. Ann. 14, 1, pp. K,4-171, 1904.

I Strutt, Phil. Map., Nov. 1903.

t Asrhkinas.s. Phys, Zeit. 8. p. 773. Oct. 24, 1907.

5 Makower. Phil. Mas., Jan.. 1909.

« Eve, Nature, Ser)t. S, 1904.
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from deposits of polonium, to which radiation attention was first drawn

by the eiperiments of Sir J. J. ThomBon,i Logeman," Ewers,* and others.

Makower has also recentiy used it to measure the beta radiation

from radium and from the measurements to deduce the number of bota

particles emitted per gram of that substance.

By applying His method to the radiation from potassium salts the

writer has obsAved in certain cases that potassium salts, when insulated

in high vacua, acquire a positive charge, but up to the present it has not

been found possible from the characteristics of the acquired charge to

decide whether this charge arises from the radiation being wholly of the

beta type or whether it is due to the emission of rays of both the alpha

and beta type with the beta type of radiation in excess.

Among other phenomena observed when applying tiie method are

those associated with the volta effect. If a metallic rod or vessel con-

nected to an electrometer be placed within and insulated from a second

metallic vessel, it will be found when both the containing vessel and the

insulated vessel are joined to earth, that generally a potential difference

will exist between them. This potential difference will, of course, be

more marked when the two vessels are made of different metals. It will

also, however, be obser\ ole ordinarily when the two vessels are made of

'metals supposedly the same, but in this case the existence of the effect

only goes to show that some slight difference exists in the composition

of the two pieces of metel used in the construction of the two vessels.

If now with the arrangement just described where one vessel is

placed within and insulated from a second the earth connection of the

electrometer be removed it will be found that the insulated body or vessel

more or less rapidly acquires an electrical charge, the sign of the charge

being determined by the direction of the potential gradient. This charge

arises from the air or gas between the two vessels possessing a conduc-

tivity which is imparted to it either by radiations emitted from the walls

of the containing and contained vessels or from the passage through the

gas of the penetrating radiation which is known to be present at the sur-

face of the earth. The conductivity possessed by the air will tend to

diminish the potential difference set up between the two bodies when

they were both joined to earth, and the charge acquired by the electiro-

meter under the action of the conductivity when the earth connection to

the inner vessel is removed, will give a measure of the magnitude of the

volta effect.

1 ThoniBon, Camb. Phil. Soc, Proc. 13, pp. 49-64, Feb. 18. 1905.

2 Logoman, Proc. Roy. Soc, Scries A, Vol. 78. No. A. 623. p. 212.

3 Ewers, Phys. Zelt. March, 1906, PP. 148-li2.
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i

This then is one iype of charge which is nearly always acquired by

such an insulated system as that described. It has, however, certain de-

finite characteristics which make it readily detectable. For example, the

rapidity with which this charge is acquired depends largely on the depree

of conductivity possessed by the intervening gas, and as this conductivity

can be increased at will by bringing more or less near to the vessel a

small quantity of radium or other radioactive body, it is possible to make

the insulated system practically take up at once a charge which will

suffice to annul the volta effect.

If, further, now the inner vessel or body in the arrangement de-

scribed possesses in addition a radiating surface which emits alpha or

beta rays, the charging action of these rays can generally be brought into

evidence by a reduction of the pressure of the gas between the two bodies.

This reduction of the pressure will produce a diminution in the conduc-

tivity of the gas, but it will not aflect the rate of emission of charged,

particles from the radiating surface. Consequently as the pressure of

the gas is reduced the insulated system should, under the action of its

charged radiation, acquire a charge, and so set up a potential difference

between the inner and outer vessels.

The actual current through a gas, however, at any particular pres-

sure depends, so long as the saturation current has not been attained,

upon the potential difference producing the current, and so it happens

that at each pressure a state of equilibrium is brought about by virtue of

which the insulated system is maintained at such a potential as will pro-

duce a current through the gas of such magnitude as to exactly counter-

balance the gain of charge through the emission of the radiation.

But as the pressure of the gas is lowered the equilibrium potential

of the insulated system becomes gradually greater and greater, and the

sign of the charge on the free system corresponding to this gradually in-

creasing potential difference will be the opposite of that of the emitted

radiation which is in excess.

Further, the extent of the equilibrium potential corresponding to

any particular pressure will give a measure of the magnitude of this

excess radiation.

When applying the method to the investigation of any particular

radiation, the earth connection to the insulated system should first be

broken and time allowed for the free system to come into efjuilibrium

under the action of the conduction current arising from the volta effect.

When this eqi ibrium has been reached the scale ading corresponding

to the position then assumed by the movable sypum may therefore be

taken as the initial reading in considering the charging action due to

the radiation itself. Two lines of procedure are then oprn. Tf the ra-
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diation from the insulated system be a strong one the movable system of

the electrometer will take up the equilibrium position practically at once

for any particular pressure and so the pressure may be lowered by stages

and the Corresponding scale readings observed. But if the radiation be

a weak one it may take the movable v^tem a long time to acquire the

equilibrium potential corresponding to any particular pressure, and under

these circumstances it is best, if the object of the investigation is to as-

certain the character of the excess emitted radiation, to reduce the pres-

sure aa rapidly and as low as possible, and then, while maintaining the

low pressure, to observe whether a movement occurs in the movable

system of the I'lectrometer.

If such a motion occurs, the direction of the motion will indicate

the sign of the charge acquired and the rate of movement will giva ii,

measure of the magnitude of the intensity of the charge producing ra-

diation.

II. Charging Action of thk Radiatiok from Polomi m.

Some prcliminarv attempts were made to obtain a charging effect

with some potassium salts in a high vacuum, but it was soon found that

such charging action was exceedingly small, and it was thought best to

carry out a few parallel experiments with some of the better known,

radioactive substances, in order to gain some infoimation regarding the

pressures at which a charging action would be exhibited by venous types

of rays from active substances placed in a number of differently shaped

The first experiment was made with polonium deposited on a strip

of copper. The area of this deposit w^s about 6 sq. cms. The copper

Btrip which carried it was supported by a piece of , ber insulation at

the centre of an air-tight brass cylinder 20 cms. long, and about o centi-

metre^ in diameter. This cvlin.ler was connected to a Mcleod Gauge

and also to a Ga^de mercury exhausting air pump. Tlie insulated copper

strip bearing the polonium was also connected to the free q,iadrants of a

Dolazaleck electrometer, which gave about 200 mm. divisions deflection

ner volt With this arrangement it was found repeatedly when tlie earth

Lnection to the free quadrants was broken, tl^at the needle mov-ed

slightly in the positive direction and came to rest about three centin.etres

from the zero reading. This deflection was taken as a measure '>f the

volta effect As the pressure was lowered no further cliange occi h1 in

the electrometer rea^" -g until a pressure of appro<imate!y .4 mms. was

reached. At this pressure the quadrants always commenced to gain a

po'tve charge, and as the pressure was still further lowered the needle

!t once moved out and took up a definite position eor.esponding to each

^

k
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pn ire. When the pressure was taken below 1 /lOO of a millimetre the

chaig'Tig action became very marked and pro(i.."od riipid deflocticns

beyond the limits of the scale.

A set of readings takca with this polonium coated copper strip in

the neighbourhood of the inititl rise duo to the radiation is given in

Fig. 1, and a curve drawn from the readings is shown in the same figure.

This curve is typical of the different ones obtained with this active pro-

duct.
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It shows quite clearly that this substance emits an excess of nega-

tively charged particles, and ii als' ibits very definitely the pressure

at which this excess comes into cvIl

III. Charging Actiox o:- Secondary Eats Excited in Aluminium
BY THE Gamma Rays From Radium.

In this e.xpe.-iment one milligram of radium was enclosed in a small

sealed glass tube, whose walls were about 2 mms. thick. This glass tube

was placed inside a tube of aluminium, which was then closed at Mie top

and bottom. This tube, wI.^jH was about 7 cm. in length and had walls

about 2 mms. in thickness, was then insulated as before and suspended in

the brass c; ' der used in the last experiment. In this experiment the

charging action '-as very much more marked than in the experiments

with polonium. It also exhibited certain characteristics which wore not

observed in the measurements with that substance.

A set of results which illustrate it« behaviour is gi ,"n in Table II,

and a curve plotted from them; is shown in Fig. II. When the outside

vessel and the free system were joinefl to earth the zero reading on the

scale was 20, and as soon as the earth connection to the quadrants was re-

moved the needle moved out at once in the negative direction and took

up a position at 13.3. When the pressure was lower-jd the negati 9

charge on the quadrants gradually increased, but ultimately at a pret

sure of about 80 mm. this acquisition of a negative charge ceased and

IS

1
t
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when the ;. eesure was wduced rtill further the charging action ww
reversed and for lower pressures the frie system more and more rapidly

TABLE IL

Pressure
mm.

Deflection in mm.
on scale

755 13.3

632 13.3

535 13.2

447 13

3/5 12.95

323

275

12.9

12.8

231 12.7

192 12.6

135 12.5
t

112 12.45

82 12.37

72 12.35

68 12.37

S2
12.4

40 12.6

23 13.5

18 14.4

11 15

7.5 17.4

6.0 20

3 3 22

1 18 25

24 27.2

.033 27.6

gained a positive charge. In this experiment the vt fca effect would make

the aluminium positive to the outside brass cylinder and consequently
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this would explain the acquisition of an initial negative cliarge when the

earth connection to the free quai^ ants was broken. It is probable, how-

ever, that the difiference between 20 and 13.3 did not represent the exact

magnitude of the volta effect, for in this case the radiations present would

include secondary rays from the walls of the brass outside cylinder as

well as others from the walls of the inner aluminium tube. The reading

13.3 would then represent the equilibrium potential acquired by the free

system tl rough the agency of (1) the Volta effect, (8) the conduction

current, ^3) the secondary rays from the aluminium tube, (4) the se-

condary rays from the brass outside vessel and also (5) any tertiary rays

from the two opposing surfaces which might be present The initial in-

crease in the negative charge acquired by the aluminium tube in the

range of pressures extending to 80 mm. was probably due to modifica-

tions produced by the lowering of the pressure in the amount of second-

ary rays coming to the aluminium tube from the walls of the brass out-

side vessel. The charging action of these would initially mask the charg-

ing action of the various excited secondary rays issuing from the surface

of the aluminium tube. But ultimalely, as the pressure was lowered, a

point would be reached when these secoTidarj' rays from the outside vessel

would exert their maximum effect. For lower pressures the conduction

current through the gas would become less and less This would bring

the secondary rays from the aluminium tube more into evidence and so

account for the rapid increase in the positive charg • acquired by the free

Bystem, which the curve shows took pla-e at the lowest pressures. From

this experiment it will be seen that the charging action of the secondary

rays produced in aluminium by the gamma rays from radium was

brought into evidence at a very much higher pressure, 80 mm., than a

similar action by the rays from polonium.

IV. On the Chahges Acquired by Ubanium Salts at Low
* Pressures.

In this experiment the form of the vessel used in making the ex-

amination is shown in Fig. III. A flat tray of brass BB was supported

by an ebonite plug on the brass plate CC shown in the figure. A shallow

brass cover FF was placed over the tray BB and rested on the lower plate.

Over the whole a second cover DE was placed which fitted snugly in to

a groove provided in the lower plate CC. In making the experiment the

salt to be examined was placed on the tray BB, the covers were then

placed in position, and fir ally all the joints made air-tight with sealing

wax. The salt used in making the experiment was a sample of uraniv -i

nitrate. The measuring instrument used was again a quadrant electro-

meter, but in this case it possessed a sensibility of 600 divisions per volt.
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In carrying out tlie experiment it was found that when the earth connec-

tion to tha free quadrants was broken, the needle moved out in the posi-

tive direction on the scale for a distance which represented approximately

1/40 of a volt, and came to rest in l.iis position. This deflection was

taken to represent the deviation arising from tiie volta effect. The cham-

ber was then slowly evacuated, but ns the exhaustion proceeded no addi-

tional deflection of the needle wcj observed. An attempt was then made

Ito reduce the pressure a", low as possible, but altliongh a pressure of .3

mm. was reached no indication was obtained of any additional charge

being acquired by the insulated tray which carried the uranium nitrate.

As it is known that both alpha and beta rays are emitted by the

salts, this i-esult pointed to the conclusion that these rayn carried away

from the salt equal amounts of positive and negative electrical charges.

In order to test this matter still further a second form of exposing

chamber was constructed.

/7/W77
ruiM

Its design is shown in Fig. IV. The salt was spreivl out in thin.

layers some 3 or 4 nun. thick on a set of 13 brass trays AA whose dia-

meters were about 9 cms. These were all fastened to a central brass rod

C which was suspended in the outer brass cylinder by an insulating

support of ebonite. This vessel carried a small tray of P2O5 in the

bottom and it was also provided with a set of plates, DD, so arranged

between the trays as to intercept the rays issuing from the salt. The

apparatus was provided with a cover as shown in the figure, and all the

joints were again made air-tight with solder and sealing wax.

With this form of apparatus the volta effect was again in the posi-

tive direction, but the corresponding displacement was greater in this

ca.se, and represented approximately one quarter of a volt. After tie

deflection resulting from the volta effect had become steady, the air was

rapidly exhausted from the receiver, and although the pressure was re-

duceo to .03 mm., no indication of any charging action was obtained.
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From the fact that no charging action was obtained in cither of the

experiments with the i«o forms of apparatus, it seems clear that the

alphp ad beta rays from the nitrate of uranium carried away with them

from the salt equal amounts of positive and negative electricity.

In order to test the accuracy of this conclusion an additional set of

experiments was made with uranium nitrate when using this second

form of apparatus. The salt on each tray was covered with two layers

t
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of aluminium leaf, each about .007 mms. in thickness. As this thickness

was sufficient to cut off all the alpha rays,» but only a small proportion

of the beta rays, it was evident that a charging action should occur, and

some experiments were made to see at what pressure it could be observed.

As aluminium in the volta series is positive to brass, the charge ac-

quired in this case through the annullin j of the volta effect was a n^a-

tive one. When the pressure was reduced it was found that the electro-

i

1 Phys. Zel*. 8, p. 773, Otl 24. 1907.
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meter needle commenced to move away from the itationary poiition aa-

umed under the influence of the voita effect, when a premure of ap-

proximately 8 cms. of mercury was reached, and the direction of dis-

placement WPS BU'<Ii as to correspond to the acquisition of a positive

charge. The sign of the charge acquired, it will be seen, fitted in then

with what was to be expected from the absorption of the rays. For the

higher pressures the rate of motion of the needle as it moved to take up

Fo. V

TABLE III.

Time in Min. Deflection in mm.

7 11

M 17

17 34.5

27 35

34 43.5

3» 4S

80 58

.58 65

the deflection corresponding to a Belected pressure was slow, and on this

account the second line of procedure mentioned above was followed. In

taking the observations the pressure was reduced as low as possible and

then tl i rate of motion of the nee*^^^ noted as it moved out to take np
the equilibrium position.

Examples of these movements of the needle are given in the num-
bers recorded in Tables III and IV, and in the curves ditiwn from them

and shown in Figs. Y and YI. In the one case the movement corre-
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•pondi to ft pMMure of .15 mm. and ia the lecond to » preiiure of .08

mm The rate of moTement, » wm to be expected, is grenter for the

lower prewure than it waa for the higher one. The fact that positive

charges were acquired under these drcumstances lends further suppor*.

to the conclusion drawn from the earlier experiments that equal quan-

tities of opposite kinds of electricity were emitted with the rays from

uranium nitra.<» when freely exposed.

TABLE IV.

Min.

Tine
OMS.

Defleotions in mm. ra Soab.

S . ,

18

7 40 27

U ao 44

17 55 A2.5

34 10 85

2» ^ 101

41 10 132

00 55 151

W 10 165

68 26 177

80 10 188

00 40 194

93 40 195

V. POTA88IDM S/ rs: Eleotbical Charging Action.

In makir : ;e observations with potassium salts pieces of apparatus

similar in form and dimensions to the two shown in Figs. Til and IV

were used in turn. In the first etperiment a layer of potassium chloride,

about 4 mms. thick, was spread on the tray BB in Fig. Ill, and then

the space surrounding the tray was aa highly evacuated as possible.

Some preliminary observations .iad shown that extreme care had to

be taken to see that no electrification was imparted by fnction to the

insulating support HH, during the operation of setting up the apparatus.

Even touching it sligl.tly with the linger or allowing its surface to l»

Bcraped with any object, was found to leave an electrification behind
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i\

\

which gradually disappeared, but which in doing lo brought irregular-

ities into the reMultg and often vitiated them.

In talcing the reading* given below, exceptional care waa therefore

taken to make certain that all he 'unulating support* were entirely free

from electrification. The electrometer war also exceptionally well ret up,

the needle being go carefully adju.4ted ana the suspension wire kept so

free from torsional strain that when both pairs of quadrants were joined

to earth no displacement from the zero took place for hours.

With the apparatus in this condition the test was made for a charg-

ing effect with the potassium chloride, first when the needle of the elec-

TABLE V.

Time in k'tn.

e

11

IS

33

30

34

88

58

78

97

lift

124

142

14S

Deflect >on in Hin. on Seale.

3

3

4

7

10.5

12.2

14

23

34

43

52

55

63.8

66.5

trometer was positively charged to 240 voltp, and secondly when it was
negatively charged to the same voltage. The sensibility of the electro
meter was such that a potential difference of 1 volt between the quadrants
gave a deflection of 600 mm. divisions on the scale. In making the test
the pressure was lowered to .003 nuns., and maintained at this low pres-
sure throughoxit the measurement,-!,

The results obtained with the needle positively ^ rged and also
when it was negatively charged are given in Tables V , . 71, and curves
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drawn from tliow nuinlKTi* are »hown in Fix. V»'

it will be wjcu that in l)otl» <ai«c« the trny cim

17

.a thPN! curve*

the salt slowly ac-

Fio. VII.

quired a positive charKc. Thu rate at wl.icli this ,\mr»- wa. acquired,

luoreovcr, was greater when the needle was piwitively charged than when

TABLE VI.

Time in mins. Deflection in minn. on Scale

2

26

29

32

35

39

41

47

66

73

89

116

120

163

200

1

S

9

III

n

12.2

12 r)

14.2

19

21

25

32

33

45

69

r^'

it was negatively charged, but this difference was pr<.bably due t,, the

small conduction current which must have existed in the air l«tween the

needle of the electrometer and the free quadrants.
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The effect it will be seen is a small one and the time required to

make the readings was long. The readings, however, were quite regular,

and with the precautions and care taken there seems no reason for inter-

preting the results otherwise than as representing a charging action pro-

duced by the radiation emitted by the insulated potassium salt on thei

tray. Observations were made under precisely the same conditions with

the tray empty, but these failed to show any such charging action as that

obtained with the salts. These experiments with the potassium chloride

were made, as stated above, with the apparatus shown in Fig. Ill, but

they were carried out befori? the apparatus was used in the uranium

nitrate experiments, and consequently there was no possibility of a con-

nection between the charging action observed with the potassium salt

and any contamination of the apparatus through contact with the

uranium nitrate. This charging action with a salt of potassium was

};
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Fio. VIII. Fio. IX.

also observed with the apparatus shown in Fig. IV. In this set of ob-

servations the salt used was the sulphate of potassium. Two sets of

measurements were again made. In the one the potential on the needle

was positive and equal to 243 volts and the pressure of the residual air

in the apparatus was .08 mm. In the second set the needle was kept at

n negative potential of 243 volts, and the pressure of the air was main-

tained at .06 mm. In these two latter measurements it was not found

possible to lower the pressure of the gas below the readings stated, al-

though the Gaede pump used in the exhaustion was kept in action con-

tinuously. It is possible that the vessel containing the salt had sonfle

minute opening in its walls, but although careful search was made for

such an opening none was detected. The readings taken in these obser-

vations are given in Tables VII and VIII, and curves plotted from them

are given in Figs. VIII and IX.
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Here again it will be seen the charging action was a positive one

in both cases, and when the needle was positively charged its motion was

somewhat more rapid than when it was negatively charged. In both of

these two latter sets of observations the volta effect produced a deflection

in the negative direction when the earth connection to the free quadrants

TABLE VII.

Time.
Deflections in nuns on Scale.

Hours. Mins.

,

.

42

1 15

1 31

1 55

2 20

2 30

2 55

8 25

3 51

4 07

4 35

5 05

fi 35

e 05

6 38

7 05

7 28

7 50

8 25

8 38

9 10

9 35

10 10

10 35
11 10

11 35

12 10

12 35

13 05

13 35

14 05
15 05
1.5 35
16 05

2.3
5.3
7.0
9.0
11.0
12.0
15.0
18.0
20.5
22.0
24.5
27.0
29.5
31.0
34.0
36.5
38.0
39.0
41.0
41.5
43.0
44.0
45.0
45.5
47
48
49
50
51
52
54
56
57
57.5

? i

i

i

was broken at atmospheric pressure; but in each case after these earth

connections were broken the complete apparatus was left undisturbed

for some 8 hours in order that the needle might take up its stationary

position corresponding to the volta effect displacement. From time to

timje during this period observations on tha scale readings were made>

'^4

i
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and in tliis way the time was ascertained when the defleotions became

stationary. When these stationary states had been rear' dd the exhaus-

tions were then made and when the limiting pressures given above were

reached, readings on the charging effect were commenced. These, it will

TABLE VIII.

Time.

Hours. Min.

Deflection in mm. on Scale.

4

4

5

5

e

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

ao

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

2

3

3

5

6

8

8

9.5

11.5

13

14.0

15.0

16.0

17.0

19.0

20.0

22.0

24.0

26.0

be seen, confirm the reealts obtained with the potassium chloride in tlie

earlier experiments.

These results show that in high vacua both potassium nitrate and

potassium sulphate emit an excess of charged particles of the beta type.
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I

The effect observed in all eases was small and it will be noted that it

required exceptional conditions to bring it into evidence.

From the results obtained so far it has not been found possible to

decide whether any radiation of the alpha type is emitted by the potas-

sium salts or not. It is the intention of the writer, however, to examine

the charging effect with the potassium salts covered with thin layers of

aluminium. The use of such layers while preventing the emission of any

alpha rays which might be present would probably not diminish to any

great extent the intensity of the beta radiations.

The measurements made in this investigation demanded consider-

able patience and care, and T am indebted to Mr. M. E. Liezert and Mr.

B. L. Cooke for kind assistance rendered on occasions during the pro-

gress of the observations.

Physical Laboratory, Toronto, May 20, 1909.
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